Mâcon-Villages

Mâcon-Villages

AIGAICIA

Flagship of the Mâconnais
region, this wine is produced
from different areas of our
vineyard.

NOS VINS
BLANCS
LES APPELLATIONS
REGIONALES

Its originality lies in its name
and its maturation in acacia
wood barrels which confer it an
extraordinary freshness

MâconChardonnay

Mâcon-Lugny

MâconPéronne

In the heart of North Mâconnais,
the village of Chardonnay
gathers 80 ha of vineyard bearing
this emblematic appellation

Key appellation of the Cave, it is
present in every corner of the
World for more than 40 years

This appellation is exclusively
produced in the village of
Péronne, and gathers 117 ha of
vineyard

Bourgogne

Bourgogne

Chardonnay

A Bourgogne Chardonnay
essentially produced on the
hillsides of the villages around
Lugny.

Aligoté

Produced on the hillsides of the
villages around Lugny, this wine
is vinified in our cellar of SaintGengoux-de-Scissé

Mâcon-Lugny
Cœur de Charmes

Harvested in the very historic
heart of Les Charmes
singlevineyard, a cuvée with
exceptionnal intensity and
personnality worthy of Crus of
the Mâconnais

Mâcon-Lugny
La Carte

Monopoly of the Cave, this wine
100 % Chardonnay is of late
maturation; it expresses finesse
and delicacy

NOS VINS
BLANCS
LES LIEUX-DITS

MâconChardonnay
Les Béluses

10 ha on whom grow a majority of
old vineyards, based in the village
of Chardonnay, cradle of the
grape variety

Mâcon-Péronne

Mâcon-Lugny

A particular work made upstream
to offer the best of this terroir:
aromas of ripe fruits and a
beautiful velvety structure

Flagship of the Cave, with a grape
harvest coming exclusively from
the symbolic plateau of the
village of Lugny

En Chassigny

Les Charmes

Viré-Clessé
Lively and fresh, a little bit
sharp and nevertheless full of
roundness, the wine offers one
keystone in white wines of
Mâconnais.

Saint-Véran
Saint-Véran is the south end of
the Bourgogne vineyard,
produced on the hillsides of the
rock of Solutré

NOS VINS
BLANCS
LES APPELLATIONS
VILLAGES

Pouilly-Fuissé
This wine comes from steep
slopes around the Rocks of
Vergisson and Solutré; wine with
a straight structure, with a good
natural richness.

Bourgogne

Mâcon-Cruzille

La Part des Anges

Le Gorfou

A wine exclusively produced
from the best terroirs of the
appellation, and which benefits
from a meticulous maturation in
oak barrels

A small appellation 100 % Gamay
produced on less than 5 ha

Mâcon

Cuvée Ancestrale
Born from a meticulous selection
of plots of land chosen by our
wine growers, with a velvety and
spicy texture

NOS VINS
RO U G E S

Bourgogne

Mâcon

Our Bourgogne Pinot Noir is
deliacte, fine and elegant, on
aromas of small red berries

Gamay takes pride of place for
this wine mainly produced from
Saint-Gengoux-de-Scissé, a few
kilometers away from Lugny

Pinot Noir

Mâcon
Les Epillets

A rosé wine 100 % Gamay
whose greedy aromatic
expression seduces by its
fruity aromas and its freshness

NOS VINS
RO S É S

